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WHO AND WHAT IS INGREDIOR?
Ingredior is a hub of multi-disciplinary experts ready to help address your strategic and operational demands…
because you’re too busy working IN your business to work ON it, right? Think of us as a secret ingredient for
your successful business recipe. We combine technical skills with a ‘think outside the box’ attitude.
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Whatever you need for your business to succeed, we can contribute towards you achieving it.

Ingredior is Latin for “stepping in”
which is exactly what we do, when you need us.

If there are aspects of your business you feel unsure of, that’s where we step in, adding in exactly what is
needed. Our approach grants you the ability to harness your strengths and address your weaknesses.
You can have peace of mind knowing you can remain focused on your core business objectives while we get
to work behind the scenes.
Our broad knowledge across finance, accounting, investing, partnerships, digital engagement, marketing,
campaigns, IT infrastructure, ecommerce, e-learning, grants, sponsorship, design and business management
means we can fill many seats at your table to bring you the best holistic approach to your success without a
massive cost.
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STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS
Strong professional associations are essential in ensuring your business can weather changing
economic landscapes, competitive pressures, and external disruptors.
Ingredior has hands-on experience forging meaningful and long-lasting partnerships between
businesses.
Navigating the ins and outs can be nuanced and delicate from the first step of finding and vetting
potential partnerships, all the way through to agreement implementation.
We are highly skilled in striking the balance between your business’ desire to preserve its
independence with the need to align with credible programs and brands for long-term growth and
sustainability.
We guide and support the development of strategic partnerships by focusing on the following areas:

STRATEGY

OPERATIONS

We can assist with:

We can also keep you on track, providing:

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Targeted Partnership Strategy
Detailed Sector Analysis
Systems and Process
Engagement & Communications
Agreement Management

Identification and Prioritisation
Research Profiles
Screening & Vetting (saves wasted time)
Internal & External Communications
Briefing & Review

Benefits:
• Provides opportunities to service your audience
• Assists in future product & service development
• Ensures longevity of your business

• Leans on brand capital of partner organisations
• Expands customer base and potential revenue streams
• Makes your organisation fit and ready for the future

Pricing and time frame:

What essential
“parts” is your
business missing?
Could better partnerships increase your
business growth and development?

Business Partnerships,

Fuel your business engine

Ingredior’s bespoke approach
to helping you build better
business partnerships is
a guaranteed way to see
investment, growth and scale
for your business.

You can’t be every cog in the
engine, so a f ocus on your business
partnerships can:

As experts in strategic partnerships,
Ingredior assists businesses to
make the connections needed to:

Encourage growth
Extend your reach

Ingredior has 3 levels to support you;
ADVISORY

STRATEGY

IMPLEMENTATION
& MANAGEMENT

Specialised insights, profiling
reports, research, vetting,
application of partnership,
and introductions

Discovery and diagnostic
sessions, strategy development,
research and planning

Execution and management,
review and reporting

Price on
application

Estimated
$
8,000*
one-off cost

1,500*
per month

Incite
innovation

Cut costs

*Prices may vary based on the individual needs of the business.

Improve operations
Meet KPIs and ROI
Cross promote

Build
customers

Achieve your goals sooner

$

Ingredior develops bespoke packages suited to the size and expectations of your business, therefore
our prices reflect your specific budgets and time frames to best adapt to your current needs.
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Share resources

Sharpen
strategy

Forge
trust and
support

Contact us for an obligation
free d
 iscussion about how our
Partnerships program can transform
your business today.
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It’s amazing how a strategic overview of your figures can unlock some impressive business
potential. Ingredior knows how to use your current financials to expose the opportunities you can
capitalise on and the threats you need to brace for.
Regardless of the industry or sector, if you’re seeking financial freedom to grow an agile, marketresponsive business, utilising the factors of strategic finance is a must.
We develop working capital, cost minimisation, and return maximisation strategies through:

STRATEGY

OPERATIONS

We can assist with:

We can also keep you on track, with:

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Budgeting
Working capital options
Due Diligence Reviews
Cash Flow Projections
Financial planning
360 degrees view of accounting data

Internal accounting controls
Financial reporting & guidance
Proper checks & balances
Real time compliance
Financial plan management

STRATEGIC
FINANCE
Finding the right finance to grow the
organisation requires a clever strategy…

Ingredior’s bespoke Strategic Finance package can assist your organisation to:

STRATEGIC FINANCE

STRATEGIC FINANCE

Manage revenue oscillation
Improve existing financial models
Recession proofing, disruption minimisation
Leverage cost, revenue and financial synergies
Identify and ascertain working capital requirements

Benefits:
• Recession proofing and diversification options
• Assist in finding new ways to gain working capital
• Supports managing strategy & operational activity
• Provides robust test of revenue oscillation
• Retains financial stability and sustainable methods

Ingredior’s Finance Experts can help identify revenue options and review business
costs effectively, without losing quality and productivity.

A strategic approach looks across multiple facets of the organisation:

Pricing and time frame:
Ingredior has multiple levels any organisation can engage in;
ADVISORY

STRATEGY

IMPLEMENTATION
& MANAGEMENT

Specialised insights, research,
working capital prospects,
recession proofing

Discovery and diagnostic
sessions, financial growth
strategy development, planning
and operational actions

Execution and management,
tactical planning and actions,
day-to-day management, review
and reporting (substitute CFO)

Price on
application

Estimated
$
8,000*
one-off cost

3,500*
per month

Due Diligence
and Planning

Implementation
and Execution

$

Ingredior develops bespoke packages suited to the size and expectations of your business, therefore
our prices reflect your specific budgets and time frames to best adapt to your current needs.
*Prices may vary based on the individual needs of the business.
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Budget Analysis

Streamline, refine, and capitalise financial operations.
We can help you navigate the complexities of finance and funding.
If your organisation is wondering how to reduce avoidable costs while
optimising quality and productivity, our bespoke and easily integrated
Strategic Finance package can help.
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GRANTS

Accounting is an area most people shy away from, but it is of vital importance from a legal and
regulatory standpoint, and it directly influences the security and success of your business.

Generating interest and getting noticed by organisations issuing grant funding, along with the
process of assessing and applying for the funding, can be time-consuming and daunting.

Many businesses believe the accounting person should be internal to protect the knowledge of the
company’s activity, however good accounting providers respect your confidential information and
also sign a non-disclosure agreement (NDA).

Working with people who know grants well, know how to write them to be noticed, know how
to critically assess the criteria is vital. It is also important to identify whether the effort it takes to
apply for the grant funding matches the funding amount offered by the grant.

By outsourcing mundane (yet important) tasks like accounting, it can free up funds spent on
resources and be redistributed to areas of the business of value. This will free up time and internal
resources to focus on what you do best. We help you stretch each dollar to achieve your business goals.

We can help take the burden out of applying for grants, all while you focus on managing the
business operations and generating product and service revenue.

We assist you in staying on top of your finances through executing on
vital activity to keep you moving forward:
•
•
•
•

BAS preparation
Asset management
End of Financial year preparation
Stocktake / Inventory Assessment

•
•
•
•

• Provide support for grant submissions
• Review & feedback on draft proposals
• Research & Development (R&D)
tax incentive claim preparation & review

Benefits:
•
•
•
•
•

Access to highly skilled resources versed in legislation and regulation
Frees up your time to operate and grow your business
Better reporting allowing you to focus on the right issues
Ultimate control and responsibility continue to remain with you

Supports strategy and operational activity
Assist in finding new ways to provide funding
Minimises financial exposure to self-fund capability
Provides funding for innovation, research and development
Funds growth of the business locally, nationally or internationally

Pricing and time frame:

Pricing and time frame:

Ingredior has multiple levels any organisation can engage in;

Ingredior has multiple levels any organisation can engage in;

STRATEGY

IMPLEMENTATION
& MANAGEMENT

ASSESSMENT,
APPLICATION &
MANAGEMENT

GRANT WRITING

IMPLEMENTATION
& MANAGEMENT

Due diligence activitiesand
report, selecting a valuation
methodology, structuring
the deal

Discovery and diagnostic
sessions, financial growth
strategy development, planning
and operational actions

Execution and management,
tactical planning and actions,
day-to-day transactions, review
and reporting

Design framework, develop
grant application content,
liaise with relevant parties,
finalisation of application

Final submission review, liaison
with relevant parties, reporting
on process and outcome

Estimated
$
5,000*
one-off cost

Estimated
$
8,000*
one-off cost

End-to-end grant application
process: Identify, research &
assess, content framework
& development, liaison to
all parties, final submission,
review and reporting

1,100*
per month

Estimated
$
5,000*
one-off cost

Estimated
$
3,500*
one-off cost

Estimated
$
1,000*
one-off cost

VALUATION &
ASSESSMENT

$

Ingredior develops bespoke packages suited to the size and expectations of your business, therefore
our prices reflect your specific budgets and time frames to best adapt to your current needs.
*Prices may vary based on the individual needs of the business.
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• Grant management
• Identify grant opportunities
• Develop grant proposals

System Integration
Bank Reconciliation
Monthly / Quarterly Reporting
Accounts Payable / Receivable / Payroll

Benefits:
•
•
•
•

The ways we support you in this process is:

ACCOUNTING AND GRANTS

ACCOUNTING

Ingredior develops bespoke packages suited to the size and expectations of your business, therefore
our prices reflect your specific budgets and time frames to best adapt to your current needs.
*Prices may vary based on the individual needs of the business.
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Strategic Marketing can be a broad and tricky thing to master. Should you use content marketing,
engagement marketing, advertising, digital, traditional, Ingredior has the know-how and savvy to
match the cross-functional pillars of marketing to foster growth in your business.
Our passionate marketing masterminds and creative types at Ingredior live and breathe research,
analysis and execution. From the tried-and-tested traditional methods, to new and innovative ideas,
there’s a marketing fix to suit every organisation.
We open up opportunities for growth and market exposure by addressing
the following items:

Driving new customers, retaining current customers, building a community,
increasing loyalty, executing on initiatives and campaigns, or needing consumer
research and analysis, Ingredior is someone you can turn to.

We support you in a multitude of ways to identify, engage and access your audience:

STRATEGY

OPERATIONS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Creative communications / Copywriting
• Content & media releases
• Digital engagement, social media
& e-communications
• Graphic Design
• Website Services
• E-Commerce

Integrated Marketing Plans
Campaign Strategies
Engagement initiatives
Multi-Channel Marketing
Cause Marketing
Media & Public Relations
Branding

Engagement is one of the master keys
to driving business success.

Customers
current
and past

New
customers

YOU

Supply chain
partners

STRATEGIC MARKETING

STRATEGIC MARKETING

STRATEGIC MARKETING

Communities
and groups

Benefits:
• Create/refine cohesive and compelling
brand messaging
• Increased customer engagement

• Unlock potential eCommerce revenue streams
• Establish a brand presence online and offline
• Build community and long-term customers

Pricing and time frame:
Ingredior has multiple levels any organisation can engage in;
ADVISORY

STRATEGY

IMPLEMENTATION
& MANAGEMENT

Specialised insights, research,
market reporting, audience
behavioural profiling,
and sector analysis

Discovery and diagnostic
sessions, strategy development,
research and planning

Execution and management,
review and reporting

Price on
application

Estimated
$
8,000*
one-off cost

4,500**
per month
$

Ingredior develops bespoke packages suited to the size and expectations of your business, therefore
our prices reflect your specific budgets and time frames to best adapt to your current needs.
*Prices may vary based on the individual needs of the business.
**When a business signs up to a monthly marketing package, the strategy fee is not charged.
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Sector and
Industry
partners

Shareholders,
Stakeholders
and Investors

If you want to retain your current customers AND work towards accelerating growth without having
to make sacrifices, we can show you how.

How we open up opportunities for you:
Website Services

Multichannel / Omnichannel

Campaign Strategies

eCommerce Omnichannel

Graphic Design

Tactical Marketing Activities

Creative
Communications
/Copywriting

Integrated
Marketing Plans

Strategic Objectives
and Success Mapping

From marketing strategy to campaign planning or engagement marketing, content, graphics and
multimedia, Ingredior has the skills to match the cross-functional pillars of marketing to foster
organisational growth for your entire audience mix.
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Investors are no longer passive. Focusing solely on the numbers and ‘leave everything else to the
company’s executives and management’ is no longer the way people invest.
Shareholder and stakeholder crisis communications management is increasingly becoming a
dominant aspect of ASX listed companies’ brands of all sizes especially with online influence reaching
far and wide and today’s fast paced communications
Staying ahead of the story (not told by you) gives you an advantage. Consumers know your story
will be positive, what about those involved in the company? Shareholders, stakeholders, suppliers
and tier investors’. It all contributes to brand management.
We help you present a ‘front-foot’ style shareholder and stakeholder engagement plan:

STRATEGY

OPERATIONS

We can assist with:

We can raise your profile exponentially by:

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Tailored creative communications
• Multi-layered content
• Digital engagement, social media
& e-comms
• Graphic Design
• Real world and virtual engagement

Shareholder & Stakeholder Plans
Ambassador Development
Investor Tier 2, 3 & 4 Engagement
Multi-Channel engagement
Cause Marketing
Shareholder initiatives

ASX COMMUNICATIONS

Bolstering engagement to stakeholders, shareholders and the public.

Information and engagement rate high on their list closely behind share price
performance. It is easy for investors to flock to forums to discuss the company where
they control the narrative.
Be the ‘Director’, ‘Screenwriter’, ‘Storyteller’ and ‘Performer’ they want you to be

Help your investors and interested parties maintain confidence
in company activity and the stock price through an information
and engagement plan focused on;

Shareholders & stakeholders
New investors

Benefits:

ASX COMMUNICATIONS

ASX COMMUNICATIONS

Branding

Marketplace

This helps
companies
to shine a light on;

Current investors
New investors
Current operations
New funding & revenue

• Takes ownership of the investor narrative
• Increases brand goodwill and influence
• Supports continued elevation of investor tiers
• Establishes stability and builds loyalty
• Create/refine cohesive and compelling brand messaging • Build community and long-term investors

Pricing and time frame:
Ingredior has multiple levels any organisation can engage in;
IMPLEMENTATION
& MANAGEMENT

ADVISORY

STRATEGY

Specialised insights,
research, market reporting,
shareholder and stakeholder
behavioural profiling

Discovery and diagnostic
sessions, strategy development,
ambassador style framework,
research and planning

Execution and management,
review and reporting

Price on
application

Estimated
$
10,000**
one-off cost

3,750
per month
$

*

Ingredior develops bespoke packages suited to the size and expectations of your business, therefore
our prices reflect your specific budgets and timeframes to best adapt to your current needs.
*Prices may vary based on the individual needs of the business.
**When a business signs up to a monthly marketing package, the strategy fee is not charged.
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LEADING TO:

An ASX listed company
who places focus on
communications across all
parties and levels can build a
strong community of;

Calculated decision
making

Loyal investors

Supportive public
commentary

Ambassadors

Long term commitment

Influencers

Endorsements

This compliments your
ASX announcements
and publication activity,
enhancing your reach to
new investors while building
brand goodwill.

Convert public
interest into
investors, foster
investor support into
tier 1 investments and
transform top tier
investors into super
investors.

Ingredior is the missing
ingredient you need to give
an additional profile and
engagement boost you
have been aiming for, all
while minimising costs
and maximising internal
resources.
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The old “it’s who you know” statement can sometimes be true. Networking and making successful
connections with like-minded organisations can be a benefit to the growth and success of your
brand, your business, and your bottom line.
It is quicker to penetrate the market utilising other’s trusted networks, as forging connections alone
is not always the easiest thing. Sometimes you need a connector to bring the party together.
Through Ingredior’s business network, we have been able to link organisations together, helping
strengthen business relationships and mutual growth between multiple parties. We take the
lengthy time and resources to reach new markets, or further broaden the market by bringing forth
only validated opportunities to progress further.
We open up opportunities for growth by:

STRATEGY

OPERATIONS

We can assist with:

We can also keep you on track, providing:

• Targeted Potential Client Strategy
• Sector Analysis
• Systems and Process

•
•
•
•

Identification & Prioritisation
Research Profiles
Screening & Vetting (saves wasted time)
Warm Introductions

Benefits:
• Expand your professional network
• Tap into untouched markets

• Unlock new revenue streams
• Establish professional partnerships

MAKING CONNECTIONS
Ingredior’s tailored Making Connections
package can help your organisation to access:
Triple your
contact and
connection time
with potential
targets,
increasing your
pipeline for the
organisation.

Pricing and time frame:
Ingredior has multiple levels any organisation can engage in;
ADVISORY

STRATEGY

IMPLEMENTATION
& MANAGEMENT

Specialised insights, research
and sector analysis

Discovery and diagnostic
sessions, strategy development,
research and planning

Execution and management,
review and reporting

Price on
application

Estimated
$
4,000*
one-off cost

1,500*
per month

Support

Systems

Here to support your sales and business development activities.

A “plug-in” approach to help with:

Ingredior develops bespoke packages suited to the size and expectations of your business, therefore
our prices reflect your specific budgets and time frames to best adapt to your current needs.
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Information

To help accomplish your development
and growth targets.

$

*Prices may vary based on the individual needs of the business.

MAKING CONNECTIONS

MAKING CONNECTIONS

Research

Screening
& Vetting

Introductions

Work with us if you
want to focus on
increasing your leads,
tighten your tactics
and accomplish
your development
targets with our easily
integrated and tailored
Making Connections
package.
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The digital age is upon us, with 81% of us typically performing at least one internet search before
making any big purchase.
Your organisation’s online or app presence is often the first interaction customers will have.
Make your first impression a good impression, with Ingredior’s suite of IT and multimedia offerings.

Being seen by your audience is the
difference between succeeding or
falling behind.

We specialise in:

PODCASTING, GIFS, ANIMATION

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
AND MULTIMEDIA

DIGITAL ENGAGEMENT FUNNELS

ADVERTISING MEDIA

WEB DEVELOPMENT

VIDEO AND AUDIO SERVICES

E-COMMUNICATIONS

GRAPHIC DESIGN

HOSTING

We know that as your business grows, its digital needs will evolve. As such, we package bespoke IT
offerings to keep you agile and flexible online.
We know IT has the power to facilitate positive user experiences, which translate into higher levels
of engagement and customer satisfaction for you.

If you’re not online, you don’t exist. Or at the very
least, consumers will question the legitimacy
of your organisation. Before engaging with
you, they will search your brand, look at your
social media channels, check your website and
consider reviews left by others.

Online is a place where consumers
make their choice. It‘s where your
audience gets to...:

See
your brand

Here
your story

Benefits:
• Positive customer online experiences
• Increased customer engagement

• Unlock potential e-commerce revenue streams
• Establish a digital presence

Know what
you offer

Ingredior can create bespoke packages suited to the size and expectations of your business,
therefore our prices reflect your budget and time frames in accordance with the current needs of
the business.

When it comes to IT and multimedia, you can
keep it simple, effective and remain top of mind
in a busy saturated world.

We support organisations with:

Website Design
and Content

Text
authoring

Media and
Graphic Design

Video and
Audio Editing

Build rapport
with each other
Automation and Podcast Recording
Customer Flow
and Editing

Pricing and time frame:
IT and Multimedia support can be simple and easy with Ingredior’s process, we find out what you
need, we write content and design visual elements required and seek feedback along the way to
ensure it is what you want.

Being present online is showing up for your
audience.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND MULTIMEDIA

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND MULTIMEDIA

Get a feel for your
business brand
personality

See you as
number one
in market

Website Development and Hosting

Helping organisations with everything from web development and hosting to voice and video editing,
automation and customer engagement flow, all the core services required to enhance your resource
capability and visual representation in the marketplace.
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Business keeps you on your toes. We know!
When things pop up unexpectedly, it is nice to have a helping hand. Ingredior is ready and available to
offer help and solutions to unforeseen or atypical challenges you might be faced with.
Our team has a diverse background and multifaceted skill-set outside of the core business services.
We are experts at procuring specialists and establishing connections for any business needs.

We are ready and able to deliver a whole-of-business
multidisciplinary approach including:
• Business Analysis
• Business Strategy

MULTI-SERVICE
PACKAGES
Ingredior skills combined to support
your growth and success all-in-one

SPECIALIST SERVICES & MULTI-SERVICE PACKAGES

SPECIALIST SERVICES

• Trademark/Patenting
• Translation Services

.... Much, much more

Benefits:
•
•
•
•
•

Short-term to mid-term solutions without hiring new permanent staff
Shared workload to allow you to focus on the core of your business
Leverage expertise of others to expand knowledge pool
Utilise highly skilled resources to complete tasks in less time
Save on training for activity not core to the business operations and performance

Utilising Ingredior’s specialist services allow you to turn on the relevant ‘expertise tap’ you need as
and when you need it. We can create bespoke packages suited to the size and expectations of your
business, therefore our prices reflect your budget and time frames in accordance with the current
needs of the business.
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Ingredior’s bespoke Thrive & Succeed For Business package is designed to help you and your
business to redefine your goals, take stock of your finances and improve your marketing, strategy
and capital positioning.
The package suits businesses of any size, shape and industry sector who are seeking to grow
and thrive locally, nationally and internationally. Utilising the experience and skills of experts who
operate under ONE organisation across core pillars of your business is beneficial for collaboration
and to receive the best value strategically and financially.

Thrive & Succeed is designed for businesses who are ready to reach new markets, expand operations,
and unlock their revenue generating possibilities.
Gaining market traction, increasing revenue, and looking to new opportunities can be timeconsuming, resource-heavy, and can detract from the core business operations in such a vital time
of business survival.

HAVE YOU DISCOVERED YOU NEED:

Thrive & Succeed For Business traditionally includes interaction and engagement internally or
externally through the provision of; Presentations, e-book and resources, virtual presentations,
workshop activity, and a 6-week intensive program.

A review of your current
business position?

Support to enhance brand exposure
and building a community?

Financial backing to expand and
grow within a new market?

Engagement and partners to address
audience desires?

Help to refine your
business structure?

Connections to networks
and opportunities?

This program is for you, to equip you with the tools you need to get where you want to be…. FAST.
The Thrive & Succeed For Business package can support you with;

STRATEGY

OPERATIONS

We can assist with:

We can also keep you to provide:

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Strategic objective outcomes
Diversification of business activity
Blended engagement activity
Positive revenue generation

Investigate capacity building capabilities
Identify funding opportunities & time frames
Discover new market opportunities
Campaigns & activity, branding & multimedia

Benefits:

If you are stretched, need more support, wanting engaging communications and campaigns,
or a tailored approach to networks and partnerships, Ingredior can assist you to bring this all together,
quickly and easily.

You can make the most of Ingredior with one, all or a combination of these services:

• Brand exposure and community building techniques
• Ready-made initiative to support business objectives
• Advance business activity

• Increase market share
• Drive revenue growth
• Enter new markets

Pricing and time frame:
Ingredior has multiple levels any organisation can engage in;

STRATEGIC FINANCE
•
•
•
•

IMPLEMENTATION
& MANAGEMENT

ADVISORY

STRATEGY

Assessment & structure,
Feasibility & requirements,
Research & appointment,
Governance & metrics,
Ongoing support &
regular reporting

Assessment & review,
Research & requirements,
Strategic planning sessions,
Strategy documentation,
Workshops &
implementation coaching

Assessment & review,
Research & requirements,
Ongoing support across
partnerships, marketing,
finance & investment, Regular
metric analysis & reporting.

Price on
application

Estimated
$
9,000*
one-off cost

2,700*
per month

Review & analysis
Restructuring
Funding options
Localised accounting

INVESTMENT
• Private equity
• Venture capital
• Grants & funding

Re-engagement marketing
Campaign strategies
Content & communications
Graphic design, websites &
Information technology

•
•
•
•

Research
Screening & vetting
Warm introductions
Relationship
Management

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS

STRATEGIC MARKETING
•
•
•
•

MAKING CONNECTIONS

•
•
•
•

Research
Strategic plan & structure
Assessment & development
Agreement support & management

$

*Prices may vary based on the individual needs of the business.
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THRIVE
THRIVE && SUCCEED
SUCCEED FOR
FOR BUSINESS

Thrive & Succeed

THRIVE & SUCCEED FOR BUSINESS

Take back control of your organisation with support and resources to increase your
revenue, working capital, marketing engagement, networks and partnerships.
21

Seeking expansion in another country can be a challenge when you do not have feet on the ground.
Ingredior’s Thrive & Succeed in Australia package was created so you can access people with a
variety of skills across funding, finance, accounting, business set up, marketing, regulations, etc,
while having one point of contact, and working with people you can trust.
This package is suited to a business of any size or industry looking to establish themselves in
Australia in a fast and efficient way. We know that wasting time is not an option and moving quickly
and understanding nuances of the Australian market is vital so we support your swift progress in
becoming part of the sector and Australian market.

Thrive in Australia
Thrive in Australia is designed for businesses
ready to reach new markets, expand operations
and unlock their revenue generating possibilities.
Your organisation’s early phases of importing and exporting its
products and services can be time-consuming, resource-heavy,
and can detract from core business operations.

Thrive & Succeed in Australia can offer you help with;

STRATEGY

OPERATIONS

We can assist with:

We can also keep you to provide:

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Strategic objective outcomes
Diversification of business activity
Global commercialisation
Positive revenue generation
Growth & Market Validation

DO YOU NEED:

Help with
business
structure in
Australia?

Set up, operate & execute on location
Research & assess capability for expansion
Identify funding opportunities & time frames
Analyse & execute market opportunities

Benefits:
• Enter new international markets
• Export product and services to increase revenue
• Advance business activity

STRATEGY &
IMPLEMENTATION

Viability & Market Analysis

Requirements & Planning

Assessment & structure,
Feasibility & requirements,
Research & appointment,
Governance & metrics, Ongoing
support & regular reporting

Assessment & review, Research
& requirements, Strategic
planning sessions, Strategy
documentation, Workshops &
implementation coaching

Research & requirements,
Ongoing support across
partnerships, marketing, finance
and investment, Regular metric
analysis reporting

Price on
application

Estimated
$
9,000**
one-off cost

3,300*
per month

Requirements, planning
& execution

$

The Thrive & Succeed in Australia package is tailored to suit the needs of the organisation,
therefore our prices reflect your requirements, budget and time frames in accordance with the
current activity of the business. An initial session to discuss your needs would be at no cost.
*Prices may vary based on the individual needs of the business. **When a business signs up to a
monthly Thrive & Succeed in Australia package, the strategy fee is not charged
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Engagement
Network
and partners connections and
to address
opportunities?
audience
desires?

You can make the most of Ingredior with one, all or a combination of these services:
STRATEGIC FINANCE

Ingredior has multiple levels any organisation can engage in;
STRATEGY

Brand
exposure and
community?

If you are unaware of the local laws and regulations, requiring localised
communications or local networks and partnerships, Ingredior can assist.

• Broaden market exposure and increase market share
• Efficient and effective method to assess viability
of expanding to Australia

Pricing and time frame:
ADVISORY

Financial
backing?

THRIVE & SUCCEED IN AUSTRALIA

THRIVE & SUCCEED IN AUSTRALIA

•
•
•
•

Review & analysis
Restructuring
Funding options
Localised accounting

INVESTMENT
• Private equity
• Venture capital
• Grants & funding

Re-engagement marketing
Campaign strategies
Content & communications
Graphic design, websites &
Information technology

•
•
•
•

Research
Screening & vetting
Warm introductions
Relationship
Management

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS

STRATEGIC MARKETING
•
•
•
•

MAKING CONNECTIONS

•
•
•
•

Research
Strategic plan & structure
Assessment & development
Agreement support & management

Benchmark yourself in Australia and abroad quickly by leveraging
resources to triple your productivity and speed to market.
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Brand the Thrive & Success Package as your own. You can license this program, re-brand it and
execute within your organisation to your audience, of any size.

Help Your Members
Thrive & Succeed

If you seek ways to initiate engagement with clients, members, or the community you have built
over time, a program like Thrive & Succeed can provide a ready-made model to tweak and initiate
swiftly, efficiently, and best of all cost effectively.

IF YOUR MEMBERS ARE
LOOKING TO;

Take the opportunity in making the most of Ingredior’s collective expertise across the
following areas of business;
STRATEGIC
FINANCE

INVESTMENT
& CAPITAL
RAISING

MAKING
CONNECTIONS

STRATEGIC
MARKETING

STRATEGIC
PARTNERSHIPS

The licensed program can support you in assisting your clients, members, or communities by;

STRATEGY

OPERATIONS

We can assist with:

We can also keep you to provide:

•
•
•
•
•

• Expanded service offering
• Face to Face and online
• Resource sharing and
infrastructure framework
• Identifying new market opportunities
• Campaigns and activity, branding

Strategic objective outcomes
Diversification of business offer
Blended engagement activity
Positive revenue generation
Resource and infrastructure
foundations

IF YOUR ASSOCIATION IS
LOOKING TO PROVIDE;

Increase market traction

Enhanced value proposition
to members

Create passive revenue streams

Deeper stakeholder engagement

Establish aligned new partnerships

Interactive activity to attract
new members

Streamline financial support
and structure

A comprehensive growth program

Expand network and
commercial activity

Additional resources
and execution team

Review working capital options

Increased brand exposure

Create ongoing engagement initiatives

Address your market
audience’s evolving needs

THRIVE & SUCCEED LICENSED PROGRAM

THRIVE & SUCCEED LICENSED PROGRAM

We recognise creating programs and executing them can be time-consuming,
resource-heavy and can detract from your core business operations of
membership generation and retention.
Ingredior can assist you in bringing this initiative together quickly and easily.

Benefits:
• Brand exposure and community building techniques
• Resource and delivery sharing
• Advance business activity

• Drive revenue growth
• Increase market share
• Enter new markets

Pricing and time frame:
The Thrive & Succeed Licensed Program is provided relative to the individual needs of the
organisation, the components of Thrive & Succeed can be adapted, altered and applied to ensure
maximum results for the business.
With this holistic approach, an initial information session would assist in determining the next
steps and associated costs. This initial session would be at no cost.
The Thrive & Succeed Licensed Program is fitted to suit the needs of the organisation, therefore our
prices reflect your budget and time frames in accordance with the current activity of the business.
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How we can partner with you: Ingredior can support you in this initiative through
information, education, resources and expert skills.

BRANDING
•
•
•
•

ACTIVITY

Exclusive branding or co-branding
Promotion into new markets
Leverage Ingredior partnerships
Enhance member benefits
& service offering

•
•
•
•

Online & face-to-face workshops
6-week intensive program
Virtual support & advice
Advisory committee

YOU

SUPPORT
• Resources & skills to perform & promote
• Revenue sharing for commercial activities
• Exposure to industry sectors supporting small
and medium-sized enterprises
• Workbooks & educational tools

ENGAGEMENT
• Marketing tools support
• Exclusive regular content with purpose
• Co-operating with your current supplier
& partners
• Campaigns & activity
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The Trial & Test package is dedicated to helping your organisation diversify and expand through
new opportunities, products and services.
Keeping up with the audience needs and desires of your sector has never been more important.
It is challenging, and expensive, to do it all yourself.
The Trial & Test package helps you protect your revenue and resources, while allowing future
revenue opportunities to be tested in market to assess its viability.

TRIAL & TEST

TRIAL & TEST

Y
F
I
S
R
D I V EK E T
MARORTUNITY
OPP

We support you in seeking new opportunities for growth via;

STRATEGY

OPERATIONS

We can assist with:

We can also keep you on track, providing:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Product or Service Market Analysis
Working Capital & Financial Considerations
Business Management
Campaign & Engagement Strategies
Alpha / Beta Testing
Integration into Core Business Operations
Cross Discipline Identification & Adaptation

Research & Audience Testing
Product or Service Market Development
Internal & External Engagement
Internal & External Content Planning
Operations & Process
Budget
Cash Flow Projections

You identify it.
We try it, test it and report it.
You decide if it works for you.

Want to diversify and leverage market
opportunity but don’t have the time or
resources to devote to testing the waters?

DO YOU HAVE:
A new product or service you’d like to introduce but not sure how it will go?
A new process or procedure to implement but seems too much to implement at once?
A new market you’re looking to enter and want to thoroughly check it out first?
A project you’d love to trial but not sure where to start?

Benefits:
• Qualify and quantify a new product or service
offering to market
• Limited risk and impact to business core operations
• Ability to validate the proposed product or service
for integration into business

• Protect and limit exposure for corporate brand
and shareholders
• Leverage resources and expertise to expedite a
new product or service

Pricing and time frame:
Ingredior has multiple levels any organisation can engage in;
ADVISORY

STRATEGY

IMPLEMENTATION
& MANAGEMENT

‘Dip Your Toe’ Package:
Scope, research and report

‘Knee Deep’ Package:
Scope, research, review,
feasibility, analysis and
market testing

‘Dive In’ Package:
Scope, research, review,
feasibility, analysis, market
testing, strategy, planning,
funding and implementation

Price on
application

Price on
application

Price on
application

Ingredior can create bespoke packages suited to the size and expectations of your business, therefore
our prices reflect your budget and time frames in accordance with the current needs of the business.
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Diversify your business and expand your products and services all the while not being
distracted from your core business operations, protecting your revenue and resources.
The Trial & Test Package allows you to try and test what your diversification project might
look like in reality, whilst still being able to focus on your core business operations.
Our expert team applies business, finance and market management tools to review the
viability of your ‘new’ product or service and provide you with a comprehensive report.

THERE ARE 3 PACKAGE OPTIONS, INCLUDING:
‘DIP YOUR TOE’ PACKAGE
Comprehensive
Market Research
Competitor metrics study
Detailed feasibility study
Potential customer report

‘KNEE DEEP’ PACKAGE
Comprehensive
Market Research
Competitor metrics study
Detailed feasibility study
Potential customer
analysis report
Online testing
In market product/service trial

If you’ve ever wanted to increase revenue streams,
diversify or consider a shift in focus for the business.
Ingredior’s Trial & Test Package could be for you.

‘DIVE IN’ PACKAGE
Comprehensive
Market Research
Competitor metrics study
Detailed feasibility study
Potential customer report
R&D grant applications
Online testing
In market product/service trial
Overall project viability report
- including a step-by-step 		
plan for implementing the 		
project into your core
business activities.
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CASE STUDY 1 - SAM
An organisation dedicated to providing deep
technology services came to Ingredior seeking
support with finance, marketing and partnerships.
Their CEO (‘Sam’) knew their current resources
were limited, and that they had reached capacity.
They understood that in their growth and
expansion phase they required support to perform
these functions without the costly overheads of
staff, for the time being.
‘Sam’ met with the Ingredior team to outline what
the organisation needed. Through this process
Ingredior was able to work through a draft plan on
how the needs, wants, objectives and goals of the
organisation can be addressed in the fastest and
most cost-efficient way.

Ingredior also identified inconsistencies with
branding and language in market; including
different logos across platforms, templates, digital
content and use of the brand by third parties.

Identify and rectify inconsistencies to be up
to date with market expectations.

Create and develop a tactical marketing
strategy with campaigns, engagement
initiatives, planning, timelines.

Stable and reliable partners to work
alongside providing complimentary services,
or addressing a problem/need within specific
sectors where the majority of organisations
have the same challenge.

Additionally, the organisation was able to create
an effective six step engagement campaign for
anyone interested in the technology service,
which formed part of an interactive engagement
activity with education and revenue-generating
opportunities along the way. The engagement
campaign creates a clear ‘screening’ process
for potential clients to use the service, whilst
providing additional revenue opportunities

After the review, Ingredior worked with ‘Sam’
and the executive team to craft the following:

The plan was developed and prioritised based on
immediate requirements, and what is needed to
achieve the end result ‘Sam’ was seeking.

Stable and creative marketing, with a focus on
education and engagement. The service offer
is not commonly understood in market as it
is new technology, so creative engagement is
important to educate and capture attention.

With this approach, team, and planning, the
organisation was able to increase their profile
in market, presenting them as a polished
commercial organisation. They have established
significant partnerships to create revenue
opportunities and developed methods to gain
further exposure in market.

Ingredior identified inconsistencies with input of
expenses/ revenue, cost allocation and contract
management.

Create and develop a strategic finance
strategy, including clean up of accounts and
revenue funding opportunities to enact.

Stable finance and revenue flow, contract
management, agreements, and transferring of
financial information, as well as restructuring
of the various company entities which requires
consolidation of shareholders and investors.
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Ingredior got to work, doing a quick analysis and
review of the organisation’s current position across
the three areas of focus; finance, marketing and
partnerships.

After multiple strategy sessions to discuss all
levels of the organisation (Ingredior understands
that any singular part of the business has a ripple
effect to the rest of the business), a plan based on
what ‘Sam’ wanted the organisation to achieve
in the coming 6, 12, 18, 24, 36 months, was crafted
collaboratively.

‘Sam’ was looking for guidance, but also
stability across all areas of the organisation –

To do this Ingredior pulled together a specialised
team to build, plan and execute on the strategies and
activities moving forward: A partnership strategist,
marketing strategist, finance expert, information
and digital technology specialist, content creator,
designer, accountant and media liaison.

Create and develop a strategic partnership
strategy across branding and commercial
organisations for exposure and cross
development of products and services.

HOW YOU CAN USE INGREDIOR

HOW YOU CAN
USE INGREDIOR

CASE STUDY 1 SAM - CONT.

CASE STUDY 2 - ALEX
A well-established organisation, with a high degree of goodwill with the sector they provide services
to, reached out to Ingredior seeking support for accounting and marketing. The Director ‘Alex’ was
aware the organisation had great standing in the sector, but wanted a deeper level of engagement, to
keep their audience updated on their work activity, and to become a thought-leader within the sector.
‘Alex’ met with Ingredior to provide guidance on what the organisation had determined as their goals
spanning the next 3–5 years. The focus was on raising the profile and engagement of the organisation
through brand concentration, while maintaining a healthy and low-cost base, limiting overhead
exposure due to peaks and troughs in the work-flow.
For accounting, Ingredior undertook a review of the fixed and variable costs, looking over
opportunities, no matter how small, to ‘plug’ any holes in expenses, right down to reviewing costs on
leasing contracts for technology, telecommunication expenses and unnecessary assets or burdens.
For marketing, Ingredior undertook a review of activity to date and review of all branded platforms
including online (website, social channels) and print copy (templates, marketing materials).
Upon review completion a comprehensive report was provided on the proposed pathway forward
– leveraging activities where engagement could be enhanced and ceasing ineffective methods.
The plan forward included a tailored engagement strategy for an audience with a dual focus on digital
communications and traditional communications. Straddling both modern and traditional methods of
engagement provided the organisation a cross section of exposure, being sure not to miss key target
audiences or alienate existing audiences.
To achieve this, Ingredior pulled together a specialised team who could narrow in to provide the necessary
engagement activity and accounting capability to assist ‘Alex’. The team consisted of a marketing
strategist, accountant, information and digital technology specialist, digital comms and traditional
comms manager, content creator, and designer.
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CASE STUDY 3 - DREW - CONT.

This activity resulted in a decrease of overall expenses to the organisation of approximately 1/3 without
removing the quality of the product or service offering, and retained resources as a priority to ensure the
business activity remained high.

The Ingredior team got to work and crafted a solution to satisfy and negate the commercial hurdles
corporate enterprise would face in seeking to pitch and implement this solution internally.

The organisation further increased their exposure and engagement in market with consistent presence
across e-comm platforms, panel presentations, opinion columns, and digital channels. The organisation
remained the ‘go-to’ organisation of choice within the sector.
Ingredior is now assisting this organisation with a diversification strategy to expand their service and
product offering into new areas, whilst researching and investigating commercial partnership opportunities
to grow the organisation.

The plan consisted of:
•
•
•
•

Internal department engagement
External supply chain engagement
Multi-level commercial partnership strategy
Targeted communication activity

CASE STUDIES

CASE STUDY 2 - ALEX - CONT.

For implementation and execution of the plan, the organisation and Ingredior worked closely
together, communicating regularly, to identify, research, develop and present commercial partnership
opportunities to potential enterprises. We used the Ingredior team – partnership strategist,
engagement manager, research analyst, content creator and designer – to support the needs of the
organisation to ensure the best possible chance for success.
This approach gave the organisation and ‘Drew’ the support they needed to focus on specific sectors
(preventing them in ‘biting off more than they could chew’), present to the potential client with a high
level of confidence, retain consistency across their branding and marketing tools, as well as develop
partnership agreements that would benefit all parties in the short and long term.
The organisation was able to use this blueprint to effectively continue working through the priority list
of sectors to target. Once ‘Drew’ was able to sustain the activity by acquiring additional resources and
revenue flow to support overheads (roughly 8 months), Ingredior provided a transition to the internal
team to continue the pathway of growth for the organisation.

CASE STUDY 3 - DREW
An organisation dedicated to providing a solution-based product to high earning corporate enterprise was
seeking support to expand their organisation, grow their network, and grow their ability to ‘crack the high
end’ business threshold. The Director, ‘Drew’ wanted corporate enterprise to see their product as a solution
to a problem faced by various sectors. ‘Drew’ did not have the networks to leverage in corporate enterprise,
and was pursuing a way to infiltrate sectors where the organisation can offer their solution.
‘Drew’ met with the Ingredior team and outlined the challenge as well as the diverse applications of their
solution offering, as well as the current state of the organisation and subsequent growth goals they wanted
to achieve over a three-year period.
After a series of discovery sessions with ‘Drew’ and the executive team, Ingredior noted (and reviewed)
the extent of the capabilities of the product, the available resources, and the business’ ability to deliver.

Ingredior identified the organisation required:
Direction and focus on which sectors to target, as well as further research to pinpoint the most
vulnerable and therefore most likely corporate enterprise to seek their particular solution.
A comprehensive blueprint solution to effectively infiltrate applicable networks, as well as a pathway
to gain access to the executive levels of corporate enterprise being targeted.
The ability to build trust, creditability and long-standing relationships with the corporate enterprise as
the product offer was a short to long-term solution.
Ingredior recognised for a corporate enterprise to utilise the product in the most effective and
beneficial way, there was significant commitment on behalf of ‘Drew’s’ organisation to ensure the
stability and longevity of commercial agreement.
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This booklet is a go-to-guide for those looking to give their business an extra helping hand.
With so many elements of business to track, having a cohesive strategy to refine all aspects of your
organisation can be a big challenge.
This guide is a culmination of expertise; to give you the ability to harness your strengths and address
your weaknesses, so you can have peace of mind knowing that while you focus on your core business
objectives, the minor details are all working in your favour.
A big challenge, easily simplified, precisely executed.
This guide highlights the services we can offer you in times of need:
Finance, Investing, Partnerships, Digital Engagement, Marketing, Campaigns, IT infrastructure,
E-Commerce, E-Learning, Grants, Sponsorship, Design and Business Management
Embrace a holistic approach to your business success without a massive cost.
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